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About This Content

INFRA Original Soundtrack by Finnian Langham. 47 unique tracks with a running length of 1:32:56. All tracks are included in
both FLAC (lossless) and MP3 (at 320 kbps) formats.

Track Listing

1. Menu (2:27)

2. Falling for the Night (1:54)

3. The Dam (1:52)

4. Hartman's Speech (1:14)

5. Lookout (0:47)

6. Under the Bridge (2:40)

7. No Signs of Life (2:00)

8. Collapse (3:12)
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9. Underwater Radar (3:40)

10. Rebuild (5:16)

11. Routine (0:51)

12. Furnace (1:32)

13. Panic Threshold (3:33)

14. Tower (1:32)

15. The Surface (0:42)

16. Unfamiliar Environment (2:33)

17. Sewer Depths (1:28)

18. Pick Yourself Up (0:51)

19. Cracks in the Wall (0:42)

20. Trainstation (0:39)

21. Platform (1:36)

22. Dynamite Trap (0:36)

23. Tense Thumps (1:48)

24. Walter's Office (2:30)

25. Bunker Ambient (1:03)

26. Bodies (0:25)

27. Approach with Caution (1:27)

28. Powerstation (0:32)

29. What Happened Here (1:28)

30. Point Elias (2:46)

31. Tenements (2:00)

32. Lakeside (3:48)

33. Villa (1:12)

34. The Mist (2:00)

35. To Save a City (2:21)

36. Hazardous (1:25)
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37. Reactor 1 (1:52)

38. Reactor 2 (1:52)

39. Credits (1:39)

40. Trailer 1 (1:59)

41. Trailer 2 (1:07)

42. Trailer 3 (1:44)

43. Radio 1 (1:57)

44. Radio 2 (3:59)

45. Radio 3 (3:45)

46. Radio 4 (3:03)

47. Radio 5 (1:52)
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Loiste Interactive
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I bought & slated this game in an earlier review. The game synopsis \/ advert has changed sinc ethen, and the devs have
continued to work on it. I'm really interested in procedural \/ open gameplay projects, and retract my earlier harsh words about
this project. The current, honest appraisal of the game on the Steam Store page is a fair indicator of the type of deal you're
buying into, an ongoing development with a lot of potential for those who like this sort of thing. Keep on keeping on guys (
and\/or girls ), sorry for my earlier scathing appraisal, it was unwarranted. ( Comparison to "Deadly Profits" no longer warranted
).. This game is very Portal-esque in a spiritual way. It does, however manage to create a great spirit of exploration. I actually
feel the need to dig more, and the puzzles are challenging to boot.. A decent rpgmaker game that is worth playing to the end ,
has tons of branching options , simple rpg concept and average grinding.
According to the dev a revamp version should be out sometime later but the story is good enough to playthrough once , game
does crash during long plays so be sure to keep saving.

Wish it had better music and a map. 1710 year, the golden age of piracy. The price of the game is fully deserved, I'll go further.
As for a connoisseur of games of a different nature. In the game The Neighboring Islands, you not only lead a whole ship and
piaratms. He was very surprised by the fact that the novels are really interesting.
The creators of the game gave us the opportunity to manage every minute of the story.. Simple. Fun. 10/10

Needs more anime moans. Great nostalgia punch!
Not a bad remaster, however some of the graphics are still same old blurry mess from 2006 and the AI is still dumb as bag of
rocks.
Personally love this more than Wreckfest or Trackmania just because of the nostalgia and weapons attached to your car.
9/10 From me
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this game changed my life, now whenever i look at the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in my toilet i think of throwing
it on dancing chinese men. personally i would give thi game an ostrich egg out of hairy man\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.
Skyrim: Special Edition: 40fps average @ max settings w/ extreme foliage mods
Lucent Heart: 7fps average regardless which settings I use

what the♥♥♥♥♥♥even. Super fun! Markets need a bit of work but the production side of the game is detailed and expansive..
So much heart! Very creative mechanics. A few patience trying levels, but overall I found myself grinning ear to ear. Well
done!. It's a very solid puzzle with the same great style Matthew Brown.

It's absolutely worth the price even if there are fewer puzzles than we all would have liked.. game keeps starting with a black
screen, tried all to me known methods:
reinstalling
verifying
admin mode \/ compatibility stuffs
updating drivers and other nonsense

game runs in a blakc screen till you try to close it then it suddenly wakes up and proceeds to the main menu where it then hangs
up in a black screen again no matter what option you choose.

was kinda very hyped for this game :(
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